The synaptic organization of the motor nucleus of the trigeminal nerve in the opossum.
The motor nucleus of the opossum trigeminal nerve consists of a main body and a small dorsomedial cell cluster. The cell bodies form a unimodal population with areas that range from 150-2700 mum2. Golgi impregnations reveal that each neuron has three to six primary dendrites which radiate in all planes from the cell body. Within 300 mum from the soma, the primary dendrites divide into secondary branches and these, in turn, bifurcate into thinner distal dendrites. The overall diameter of the dendritic tree often extends as much as 1 mm, with a rare branch leaving the confines of the nucleus to enter the neighboring reticular formation. Somatic and dendritic spines are often present and are either sessile or complex appendage forms. The perikarya and initial dendritic trunks of trigeminal neurons are contacted by four types of presynaptic terminals which cover more than 40% of the membrane. Most endings are 1-3 mum long and contain either spherical (S) or pleomorphic (P) synaptic vesicles. Another, less common, type of bouton is marked by large dense-core (DC) vesicles. Approximately 8% of the terminals on trigeminal cell bodies are large (2-5 mum) with spherical synaptic vesicles and are always associated with a subsynaptic cistern (C-boutons). These terminals very often interdigitate with adjacent synaptic endings. S-, P-, and C-boutons synapse on the dendritic tree of trigeminal neurons in the following characteristic pattern: proximal dendrites (greater than 5 mum in diameter) are contacted by all three types of terminals; intermediate-sized dendrites (between 2.5 and 5.0 mum in diameter) are most often contacted by S-boutons although P-boutons are also present; and small, distal dendrites (less than 2.5 mum in diameter) are almost always contacted by S- boutons. Both S- and P-boutons contact spines. In order to determine the ultrastructural identity of some of the major afferent systems to the trigemina motor nucleus, adult opossums were subjected to two different types of lesions. Three and 5 days subsequent to lesions which destroyed most of the trigeminal mesencephalic nucleus, degenerating terminals containing spherical vesicles were found. These endings were S-boutons on more distal parts of the dendritic tree while on the cell body and proximal dendrites they were C-boutons. Seven days after a mesencephalic lesion, expanded glial processes approximated the trigeminal cell membrane. Two days subsequent to lesions which transected commissural fibers from the contralateral trigeminal complex, degenerating S- and P-boutons were found in contact with intermediate and distal parts of the trigeminal dendritic tree.